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Background
2

Survey conducted during 1st Quarter 2012





Survey data collection methodology was Computer Assisted Telephone
Interviewing (CATI)





Survey length of approximately 20 minutes

Respondents were decision makers for gas supply related issues within the
organisation





Included both private sector and public sector and government organisations

Respondent set representative of organisations with fewer than 250 employees







Total of 250 interviews completed

Businesses with a non-daily metered supply point capacity of less than 3750kWh per year
Note: Percentage breakdowns are rounded to the nearest whole number to retain accuracy of results. This
means that figures presented on charts may not sum to 100% due to rounding
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RESPONDENT AND MARKET
PROFILE
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Respondent business profile
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Number of employees



Population of respondents derived from
the set of SME business’ using gas


Respondent set is representative of this
population



43% stated that they were on a variable
rate tariff



Location reflects the concentration of the
gas network in Dublin and other major
cities and towns

Sector - NACE

2012

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

1%

Industry Mining and quarrying Manufacturing

6%

Construction
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and
motorcycles
Business and Professional Services
Public administration and defence; social security, Education
Human health and social work activities

6%
18%
19%
29%

Other Transportation and storage

2%

Accommodation and food service activities Leisure hotels
Arts, entertainment and recreation

8%

Other service activities

7%

Activities of extra-territorial organisations and bodies

4%

Location
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Respondent profile
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Role of respondent

Split of responsibilities
Respondent Other



N/S

Paying the bill

72%

27%

1%

Monitoring the level of usage

78%

18%

3%

Reducing the size of the bill

81%

18%

2%

Deciding on the tariff that suits your
organisation

72%

25%

2%

Making changes to your account

76%

22%

2%

Billing details, payment methods etc

76%

23%

1%

Deciding on which energy supplier
will be used

75%

24%

1%

In each case, the respondent was the individual with responsibility for gas supply
related issues with the diversity of the respondents’ overall roles reflecting the wide
range of roles that this responsibility is associated with


The larger scale of many of responding companies is reflected in the diversity of management
roles with responsibility for natural gas supply related issues



The respondents were typically responsible for many aspects of energy supplier management
and energy management – however the size of the businesses lead to some splitting of
responsibilities
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Expenditure on electricity
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Expenditure on gas (% of non-wage costs)

Annual expenditure on gas (€)

% of non-wage costs


Average expenditure on gas as a percentage of non-wage costs was 5% among those providing an
answer to this question




Total annual expenditure

29% of respondents provided an answer to this question reflecting a combination of sensitivity and
knowledge

Average annual expenditure was €32,854 among those providing an answer to this question


This included a small number of large consumptions – removing these reduces the average to €23,261



58% of respondents provided an answer to this question
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Energy management:
Reviews and opportunity to reduce usage
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Frequency of gas cost and usage reviews

Estimate of amount that could be saved

Estimated potential saving



Businesses most commonly review both cost and usage annually




There is a strong link between these reviewing cost and reviewing usage

The average saving potential through changes in the business was 9%


12% of businesses believed that they could not reduce their usage of gas at all



44% of businesses were not able to estimate the potential savings
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Market share: SME gas suppliers
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Customer numbers with each gas supplier



Market shares show 3 suppliers with a significant combined share of the
market (85%)




Satisfaction with current supplier

The remaining 15% of the market is split between 3 other suppliers

Satisfaction with their current gas supplier is high


Scores are good for all suppliers
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BILLING AND PAYMENT
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Respondent profile
- bill delivery and frequency
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Delivery method

Bill frequency


The majority of SME's receive their bill
in the post




This is similar for all suppliers except
Airtricity with 32% reporting email bills

Monthly bills are most common (56%)


Energia’s customers are most likely to
be billed monthly
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Awareness of costs: unit and standing
charge
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Among SME's able to provide an estimate….
Estimate of unit cost

Able to provide Provided
estimate
Estimate

Ave

Unit cost

22%

17c

Standing charge

20%

€17 pm



The level of awareness of unit cost and standing charge among SME's is low




Estimate of monthly standing charge

This may reflect the focus on the overall cost rather than the calculation elements

The accuracy of the estimates cannot be verified as the charges will vary
depending on the package and type of connection in the premises


In the case of the unit cost for gas (per kWh), estimates vary greatly with 25%
significantly estimating the cost at over 10c per kWh
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Ability to estimate unit cost
and standing charge

Arrears and disconnection
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Stated bill payment record

Experience of disconnection
Disconnected over previous 12 months: 2%
(apart from maintenance and power outages)

Small sample size



98% of SME's claim to pay their gas bill on time and in full




May reflect a broad interpretation of the definition of arrears

2% have been disconnected over the previous 12 months


The question clearly excluded ‘routine’ or emergency reasons for disconnection and therefore
this should reflect the rate of disconnection accurately



The number of respondents which have been disconnected is too small to provide robust
estimates of the experience of disconnection
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COMPETITION AND
DEREGULATION
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Perceptions on relative cost and impacts of
current electricity costs
Perception of Irish gas costs compared to other European countries
(UK, France, Germany or Spain)
Less
Same
expensive

More
expensive

Perceived impacts of current gas costs
Cost of gas is a significant business challenge

Much more
expensive

Agree:
56%
Less
expensive


A majority of respondents who expressed an opinion about the
price of natural gas believe it to be more expensive than in other
European countries (61%)


However, 38% of SME’s stated that they did not know



However, a majority of respondents also agreed that the cost of
gas is a significant business challenge



Therefore, the key primary issue is the cost of gas followed by
comparisons with other countries


Puts my business at a competitive disadvantage to
businesses based in other EU countries.

Agree:
32%

32% of respondents stated that the cost of gas put their business at a
competitive disadvantage to businesses in other EU countries

14
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Awareness of Gas supply businesses
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Unprompted awareness of Natural Gas Suppliers



Unprompted awareness reflects top of mind presence and provides a good estimate
of perception of competitive activity in a market




Prompted awareness of Natural Gas Suppliers

79% od respondents mentioned BGE, BGN, Bord Gais or the Gas Board: 15% explicitly
mentioned BGE with 75% mentioning Bord Gais

Prompted recall of suppliers resulted in much higher levels of recall for all suppliers


In the case of Electric Ireland, the unprompted recall was 23% compared to 67% when
prompted
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SME: Satisfaction with aspects of competition
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Satisfied with aspects of competition
Level of competition: 49%

Very Satisfied

Very dissatisfied

6%

20%

25%

44%

Quality of competition: 48%

Very Satisfied

Very dissatisfied

6%

18%

28%

43%

Range of competition: 39%



22%

5%

Very Satisfied

Very dissatisfied

6%

5%

32%

35%

4%

Satisfaction with the level, quality and range of competition is low


Significant minorities are dissatisfied with each aspect of competition
measured
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SME: Satisfaction with aspects of competition
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Awareness of deregulation (and previous regulation)
Aware

Aware gas prices charged by
suppliers are not regulated





Somewhat
aware

Not
aware

32%

6%

62%

Gas prices charged by suppliers were
35%
regulated until October 2011

6%

59%

Awareness of previous regulation and
deregulation is low at 38% and 41% respectively
Assessments of the impact of deregulation are
on balance positive but with high proportions
reporting neutral and some negative impacts in
the area of cost


Assessment of impact of deregulation

E.g. 34% believe it has negatively impacted on
price

Improved

25%

28%

Cost

Service

34%

Disimproved

10%

19%

28%

Innovation

Responsiveness

10%

10%

26%

24%
Ability to select
supplier for
needs
7%

Options
available
12%
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Sources of information
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Sources of information about other electricity
suppliers (select up to three)



The internet and mass
media advertising are the
most commonly referenced
sources of information




Direct contact from
suppliers was mentioned by
23% of respondents

Other sources of
information such as
business associations and
government agencies are
used to a significantly lesser
degree
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Ability to understand and compare offers
from electricity suppliers
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Assessment level of understanding of offers



Assessment of difficulty with comparing offers

A significant minority of SME's state that they are not aware of the offers available
(26%)


28% state that they have not attempted to compare offers



Similar proportions of respondents claim to mostly or fully understand the offers
(28%) and to find it easy or very easy to compare offers (29%)



The relatively low level of engagement with offers and difficulties faced by many SME's in
understanding and comparing the offers is likely to be a significant barrier to switching
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SWITCHING
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Contact by suppliers
Level of contact in previous 12 months



36% of SME's were contacted by another gas supplier during the previous 12 months
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Level of contact - by current supplier

Phone is the most commonly used approach (at 23%) – with multiple types of contact
reported in some cases

There is a high degree of variability between the proportion of each suppliers’
customers who have been contacted over the previous 12 months


48% of BGE and Energia’s customers have been contacted compared to 21% of Airtricity’s
customers



The relatively small sample size at a supplier level will contribute to this variability
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Contact method used to switch
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Method used to switch

Method used to switch – supplier breakdown
BGE

Airtricity

FloGas

Energia

Visit to business
Phone (contacted)

50%

57%

71%

47%

0%

0%

14%

7%

Phone (initiated contact)

25%

29%

7%

27%

Supplier web-site

0%

0%

7%

0%

Price comparison site
Consultant
Writing to supplier

0%

0%

0%

0%

25%

14%

0%

7%

0%

0%

0%

13%

note: Small sample size at supplier level



Most (59%) of switchers completed the switch during a visit to their place of business



20% initiated the switching process by phoning their supplier




This reflects the relatively low level of contact from suppliers

The reported method used to switch at a supplier level is indicative only due to small
sample size
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Switching – rates and supplier shares
Switching suppliers and packages



50% of SME's have never switched gas supplier



16% switched in the previous 12 months
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Breakdown of supplier switched to during
previous 12 months



An additional 8% switched to a new package with their existing supplier



Energia and FloGas each captured 34% of SME's switching to a new gas supplier

10% of switches stated that they were switching back to their previous supplier
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Reasons for switching – most important
factors
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Reasons for switching during last 12 months
(where >30% state factor is primary/important)



Important

Reduction in total cost is the
primary reason for switching with
86% stating that this was a very
important or important




No other reason is rated by a
majority of SME's which switched

No other factor is accepted as
important by a majority of SME's


All other factors have at least 30%
of respondents rating them as not
a factor at all

Not a factor
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Reasons for switching – other factors
25



Reasons for switching during last 12 months
(where <30% state factor is primary/important)
Important

In each case, a much greater
proportion of respondents rated
these as not at all a factor than
rated them as important

Not a factor
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Understanding of supplier agreement
26
Price guarantee period

Contract period

Minimum contract
period, 34%

Period

%

6 months
1 year
2 years
> 2 years
Don't know

0%
93%

7%
0%

0%



50% of switchers state that there is a price guarantee period with their current
supplier with the most common guarantee period is 1 year (37%)



34% of switchers state their contract has a minimum period associated with it




Of these, 93% state the contract runs for 1 year

0% of switchers reported being asked to pay a deposit during the switching process
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Reasons for not switching
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Most important reasons for not switching

Less important reasons for not switching

Primary/Important

Not at all a reason

Primary/Important

Not at all a reason



Satisfaction with current supplier is the most often reason ranked as primary or
important for not switching



Concerns about the offers from alternative suppliers impact approximately ¼
of SME's
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Experience of switching
Rating the overall experience of switching

Evaluation of outcomes of the switching process
Agree

2012: 86%

Very difficult

0%

0%

14%

43%

Very easy

43%

Disagree



The overall rating of the experience of switching is high with 96% stating that it was
easy or very easy


28

No respondents found the process difficult or very difficult



The service provided by the new supplier was satisfactory for 79% of switchers



However, a lower proportion (63%) of switchers stated that they experienced the
reduction in the bill they expected
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Experience of switching
29



Overall, 45% state that they are likely switch again in the next 12 months


This is equal to 7% of all SME's

Likelihood of switching in next 12 months
(among switchers)
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Minimum additional discounts required for
future switching
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Smallest discount required for future switching gas



The average minimum additional
discount required to switch is 8.5%



However, 46% of all SME's stated
that they would switch for 5% or less



The attitudes of previous switchers
differ from the entire SME population
with a higher proportion (57%)
willing to switch for less than 5%
discount


Ave. discount

All

Previous
switchers

8.5%

7%

It is likely that this group are also
more likely to act upon a discount as
they have already established that
behaviour
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Increasing switching
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Would you consider switching if…
Disagree

Another supplier offered

Agree



Of the potential offers, variable tariffs (where costs over time) were rated as
likely to increase the probability of switching



Recommendation was least likely to cause consideration of switching
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BILL CLARITY AND
INFORMATION SUPPORTS
32
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Rating the bill
33

Understand the calculation of the bill
Overall

73%

0%
0%
0%

100%
63%
68%

Makes it easy to understand the gas charged for
76%
0%
100%
Overall

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

0%

Easy to understand
Overall

0%

71%

100%
74%
72%



Overall

77%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

100%
74%
73%

100%
100%

85%

100%
76%

100%

Overall ratings of the gas bill by SME consumers are good across all suppliers




71%

100%

Bill makes it easy to understand the gas used

82%

0%

100%

0%

100%

75%

0%

100%

78%

0%
0%

73%

100%

82%

85%

0%

74%

Energia scores highest across all assessed categories and the other suppliers’ scores are closely
aligned

20% of respondents would prefer to receive bills more frequently

Interest in additional supports
34

Interest in access to previous 3 years+
usage information

Information of interest (among those with some interest)
Useful



59% of the respondents indicated that access to previous usage information
would be useful



Different comparison options were rated more or less the same by the
respondents, with the previous month comparison scoring highest at 70%
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Additional supports – delivery and data
issues
35

Preferred delivery channels for information

Willing to allow access to historic usage data
Agree



Online from the supplier web-site is the preferred delivery channel




Disagree

Respondents could select one or more preferred channels

A majority of SME's (58%) are willing to allow their supplier to access their
usage information from previous suppliers


Opinions are more evenly divided on allowing a 3rd party to access the information
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COMPLAINT HANDLING
36
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Complaint handling – awareness of process
37

Knowledge of how to make a complaint



A majority of SME's knew that they could complain to CER




Awareness of who to complain to first

No participant in the research reported having lodged a complaint with CER in
the previous 12 months

Most SME's understand who they should complain to in the first instance
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Complaint handling – propensity
knowledge
Proportion of respondents
who complained over last year



2% of SME respondents had complained in
connection with natural gas supply within the
last 12 months



Due to small numbers it is not possible to
provide additional information about the
complaint handling process

